I. INTERNATIONAL

COMECON ADOPTS IOC TRIANGULAR DEVELOPMENT POLICY

JUNE 28 (IPS) — Policy decisions reflected in the official communiqué from the just-ended 24th session of the Council on Mutual Economic Assistance (COMECON) center squarely on plans to increase imports of capital goods to the Soviet Union in the immediate future—capital goods which will be applied to the expanded development of raw material resources and the production of agricultural goods. Policies taken at the conference which apply to growth of the COMECON economies and the international economy as a whole deteriorate the development of the USSR as a potential source of surplus raw materials and food to the rest of the world, emphasize the development of COMECON economic integration and localize the necessity for an increasingly complex international division of labor as the precondition for technology-centered growth.

Recent features in East Bloc publications reaffirm the COMECON/Soviet grasp of the triangular (West/Soviet Bloc/Third World) trade and development thrust embodied in International Caucus of Labor Committees proposals for an International Development Bank. The SED daily Neues Deutschland recently carried an article by East German economist Juergen Kuczynski which emphasized technological growth and the quality of the labor force.

PCI LEADER ADMITS PLANS TO SABOTAGE BERLIN CP CONFERENCE

JUNE 28 (IPS) — In front of a Communist audience of 100 here Thursday night, Alfredo Reichlin, a member of the central leadership of the Italian Communist Party (PCI) and director of the party weekly Rinnascita, admitted to attempting to sabotage the upcoming Berlin conference of European Communist Parties. Reichlin stated that his party would attend the Berlin meeting, "but I already know that nothing will come out of it." He announced that the PCI was "studying a new international strategic line" to be issued within weeks, which will "redefine everything".

Reichlin's statements followed a briefing by the European labor committees on the international Communist movement and the role of the Italian administrative elections, in which a working-class candidate for communism gained the relative majority in the PCI in every major Italian city. The ELC spokesman provided applause and animated discussion by proposing local PCI-led governments (TO BE CONTINUED)
CHALLENGED BY WORKERS TO RESPOND, REICHLEIN FELL INTO TOTAL CONFUSION AND LOST TRACK OF THE PARTY LINE ON THE ISSUES OF MUNI-
CIPAL GOVERNING COALITIONS AND UNEMPLOYMENT. HE ENDED UP DE-
NOUNCING AS "IMMEDIATE REACTIONARY DANGERS" THE SAME SOURCEDIS-
FORCES WHICH HE HAD BEGIN BY PROPOSING AS COALITION ALLIES.

GANDHI CONTINUES STATE OF EMERGENCY;
AGENT NARAYAN HAD TRIED TO SPARK CIVIL WAR

JUNE 23 (IPS)—INDIAN PRIME MINISTER INDIRA GANDHI ANNOUNCED TO-
DAY THAT IMPRISONED OPPOSITION LEADERS WILL NOT BE PERMITTED TO APPEAL TO COURT FOR THEIR RELEASE UNTIL THE STATE OF EMERGENCY IS LIFTED, ACCORDING TO EUROPEAN RADIO REPORTS. IN STATEMENTS MADE LAST NIGHT, TODAY'S BALTIMORE SUN NOTES, GANDHI INDICATED THAT THE STATE OF EMERGENCY "WILL BE LIFTED AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.—IF THE SITUATION CONTINUES TO IMPROVE...." COMMENTING ON THE RECENT ARRESTS, GANDHI SAID, "WE HAD NO DOUBT THAT SUCH AGITATION WOULD HAVE SUDDENLY POSED A GRAVE THREAT TO PUBLIC ORDER AND SEVERELY DAMAGED THE ECONOMY." TOO HUNDRED VADIST AND RIGHT-WING OPPOSI-
TION LEADERS WERE ARRESTED JUNE 26 UNDER THE INTERNAL SECURITIES ACT.

YESTERDAY'S FINANCIAL TIMES PRESENTED BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON THE POLICE STRUCTURES IN INDIA AND SHED LIGHT ON THE DESTABILI-
ZATION OPERATION MOUNTED AGAINST GANDHI BY CIA AGENT JAYAPRAKASH
NARAYAN, TRYING TO FORCE GANDHI'S RESIGNATION, THE FEDAL FUNDING-FUNDED NARAYAN JUNE 25 CALLED ON THE POLICE FORCES AND ARMY TO DISOBEY ORDERS AND JOIN A NATIONAL MOVEMENT AGAINST GANDHI'S CENTRAL GOVERNMENT. INDIAN POLICE FORCES, AS WELL AS THE CIVIL SERVICE, ARE UNDER THE CONTROL OF EACH STATE GOVERNMENT, WHICH IS RESPONSIBLE FOR MAINTAINING LAW AND ORDER LOCALLY. THUS, NARA-
YAN'S CALL WAS A MOVE TO START A CIVIL WAR.

GANDHI MOVED SWIFTLY TO COUNTER NARAYAN'S ATTEMPT TO UNDERMINE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT AUTHORITY, PARTICULARLY IN THE STATE OF BIHAR, NARAYAN'S MAJOR BASE, AND GUJARAT, WHERE RIGHT-WING OPPOSI-
TION LEADERS CAME TO POWER IN RECENT STATE ELECTIONS.

NEUES DEUTSCHLAND SUPPORTS GANDHI,
CPI DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

JUNE 29 (IPS)—TODAY'S EDITION OF NEUES DEUTSCHLAND, OFFICIAL OR-
GAN OF THE EAST GERMANY COMMUNIST PARTY (SED), CARRIES A LEAD AR-
TICLE LINKING THE JAYAPRAKASH NARAYAN DESTABILIZATION MOVEMENT AGAINST THE PRO-SOVIET INDORE GANDHI GOVERNMENT WITH THE CIA AND GIVING FURTHER INTERNATIONAL COVERAGE TO THE PROGRAM FOR CONCRETE SOCIOECONOMIC MEASURES PROPOSED BY THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA (CPI) AS THE NECESSARY NEXT MOVES OF THE GANDHI GOVERNMENT.

THE CPI PROGRAM FOR IMMEDIATE IMPLEMENTATION PROPOSES "CON-
STRUCTION OF A PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM FOR GRAINS AND ALL
GOODS NECESSARY FOR LIFE, REALIZATION OF THE LAWS ON LAND LIMITA-

(MORE)
FURTHER, GERMES DEUTSCHLAND STRONGLY ATTACKS THE SLANDERS PUBLISHED IN THE INTERNATIONAL PRESS AGAINST Indira GANDHI.

LEBER PRAISES ROCKEFELLER'S NUCLEAR HOLD ON EUROPE

HIESBADER, BBD, JUNE 23 (IPS)—WEST GERMAN DEFENSE MINISTER GEORG LEBER USED A NAPO MILITARY PARADE IN HEIDELBERG, WEST GERMANY YESTERDAY TO MANSIONS NAPO ALLIES ABOUT THE NECESSITY OF MAINTAINING LOYALTY TO THE UNITED STATES NUCLEAR CAPABILITIES.

"WHAT COULD EUROPE BE LIKE TODAY," LEBER SAID IN TODAY'S FRANKFURTER HANSDSCHAU, "IF THE ATLANTIC ALLIANCE HAD NOT BEEN FORMED?

... IF THE SOVIET UNION WERE THE ONLY ONE TO HAVE THE ATOMIC BOMB, AS ONCE AMERICA WAS THE ONLY ONE? WHAT WOULD HAVE HAPPENED IF THE ATOMIC MONOPOLY WAS IN STALIN'S HANDS?... IT IS A GREAT CREDIT TO AMERICAN HUMANITY THAT THEY CHANGED NOTHING ON EARTH WITH THE POWER OF THEIR ATOMIC MONOPOLY."

SIGNIFICANTLY, THE OTHER ASPECT OF LEBER'S SPEECH DEALT WITH THE NECESSITY OF INSTITUTING AUSTERITY TO PROP UP DEFENSE EXPENDITURES: "IT MUST GIVE THOUGHT TO THOSE IN THE WESTERN COUNTRIES, THAT THE TOTALITARIAN REGIMES OF THE EAST KEEP THE LIVING STANDARDS OF THEIR PEOPLE LOW, AND AT THE SAME TIME PRODUCE MILITARY FORCES WHICH ARE OUT OF PROPORTION TO WHAT ONE WOULD REQUIRE, WERE IT ONLY FOR ONE'S OWN DEFENSE."

AUTOGESTION MANEUVERS INTENSIFY IN ITALY

JUNE 23 (IPS)—MOVES TO ESCALATE IN-PLANT BRAINWASHING THROUGHOUT ITALY WERE REPORTED IN THE ITALIAN FINANCIAL PRESS TODAY. IL CISO TODAY PRaised DECENTRALIZATION, CO-PARTICIPATION AND AUTOGESTION AS AN "OBVIATORY STEP FOR THE DYNAMIC OF ORGANIZATION" AND REVEALED THE FACT THAT ITALY IS LAST IN IMPLEMENTING THE IN-PLANT REFORMS. IL CISO CONTINUES THAT THE FIRST EXAMPLES OF CO-PARTICIPATION WERE FOUND IN GERMANY DURING THE 1920'S REICH REPUBLIC.

IL FIOSSO, THE RIGHT-WING FINANCIAL DAILY, TODAY CONTINUED THE CAMPAIGN BY POSING SHBEN AS THE "SOCIAL LABORATORY FOR EUROPE."

THIS REMERED PUS FOR AUTOGESTION FOLLOWS ON THE HEELS OF A LEAK OF THE UNBAREABLE CONDITIONS IN THE FACTORIES, LA STAMPA (MORE)
REPORTED JUNE 27 THAT IN THE LAST FIVE MONTHS WORKING CONDITIONS HAVE FORCED OVER 1,250 STRIKES AT FIAT. THE FLM (METAL WORKERS UNION) IS NOW NEGOTIATING WITH FIAT TO AID THE COMPANY IN "RECOV-
ERING" THE LOST PRODUCTIVITY HOURS.

VISENTINI'S NOMINATION SIGNALS
AGNELLI TAKEOVER OF BANK OF ITALY

ROME, JUNE 25 (IPS)—LA STAMPA, AGNELLI-CONTROLLED ITALIAN DAILY NEWSPAPER, REPORTED TWO DAYS AGO THAT THE MOST LIKELY CANDIDATE FOR THE PRESIDENCY OF THE BANK OF ITALY IS VWANCE VISENTINI, PRE-
SENT FINANCE MINISTER. THE POSITION OF PRESIDENT IS BEING MADE AVAILABLE THROUGH THE RESIGNATION OF GUIDO CARLI, WHICH HAS BEEN ACCEPTED BY THE BORD GOVERNMENT WITH THE STIPULATION THAT HE REMAIN UNTIL A SUITABLE REPLACEMENT IS FOUND.

FINANCE MINISTER VISENTINI'S APPROVAL AS PRESIDENT OF THE BANK OF ITALY—which only LA STAMPA HAS REPORTED—WOULD GIVE AGNELLI DE FACTO CONTROL OF THE INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL OPERATIONS OF THE BANK. VISENTINI, A LONG-TIME AGNELLI SUPPORTER, WAS THE PIONEER OF THE "SWEDISH WAY" CO-PARTICIPATION OPERATIONS AT THE FIAT-AL-
LIED SMALL MACHINERY CORPORATION OLIVETTI WHEN HE WAS PRESIDENT THERE.

THE AGNELLI-ORCHESTRATED MANEUVERING TO GET VISENTINI INTO THE KEY INTERNATIONAL FINANCE POSITION WAS UNDERLINED BY RECENT IN-
DICTIONMENTS HANDED DOWN BY THE MILAN MAGISTRATE FOR CARLI, PIERO-
MANZO VENTOSI, WHO HAS UP TO NOW BEEN CONSIDERED AS A REPLACE-
MENT FOR CARLI, AS WELL AS FOR OTHER BANK OFFICIALS. THE INDI-
CTIONMENTS ALLEGED CARLI'S INVOLVEMENT IN ILLEGAL FINANCIAL MANEUVERING WHICH BROUGHT DOWN THE ITALIAN-BASED SIMONCA BANKING EMPIRE, COLLAPSED THE FRANKLIN NATIONAL BANK IN THE U.S. AS WELL.

CIA JERUSALEM EXPERT IN SPAIN

JUNE 26 (IPS)—VERNON WALTERS, DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF THE CIA, MET
LAST WEEK IN VALENCIA WITH THE CHIEF OF STAFF OF THE SPANISH ARMED FORCES AND HIS PREDECESSOR, GENERAL DIAZ ALEGRIA, ACCORDING TO variaS WESTERN EUROPEAN NEWSPAPERS. WALTERS, WHO SPEAKS SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE, IS THE ACKNOWLEDGED JERUSALEM EXPERT IN THE CIA.

PORTUGUESE COUP.

COLOMBIA CP MOVES TO IMPLEMENT HAVANA RESOLUTIONS

NEW YORK, JUNE 26 (IPS)—IN THE WAKE OF THE HAVANA CONFERENCE OF LATIN AMERICAN COMMUNIST PARTIES, WHICH NAILED DOWN PEACE INITIA-
TIVES AND ATTACKED BOTH THE CHINESE AND THEIR RADICAL FOLLOWERS, THE LATEST ISSUES OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY NEWSPAPERS OF COLOMBIA (VIOZ PROLETARIA) AND VENEZUELA (TRINIDA POPULAR) MAKE ABSOLUTELY CLEAR WHICH SIDE OF ROCKEFELLER'S FENCE THESE CP'S RESPECTIVELY STAND ON.

(IPS)

IN CONTRAST, THE SCANNY PCV PAPER, TRIBUNA POPULAR, HAD NO COMMENT ON THE HAVANA CONFERENCE, THE DECISIONS OF WHICH IT HAS REFUSED TO ACKNOWLEDGE, AND CONTINUED ITS CIA SLANDER CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE LATIN AMERICAN LABOR COMMITTEES. INCREDIBLY, THE PCV ALSO ATTACKED LALC FOR BEING OPPOSED TO THE VENEZUELAN POLICY OF OIL NATIONALIZATION.

CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT BROKEN AT WORLD FOOD COUNCIL MEETING

JUNE 23 (IPS) — THE LAST REMNANTS OF ROCKEFELLER’S EFFORTS TO ORGANIZE CONTROL OVER WORLD FOOD SUPPLIES THROUGH FOOD RESERVES ULTERLY DISINTEGRATED AT THE FINAL SESSION YESTERDAY OF THE WORLD FOOD COUNCIL MEETING IN ROME. A UNITED BLOC OF VIRTUALLY ALL THE UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES PARTICIPATING IN THE COUNCIL, LED BY THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, HONORABLE JONATHAN N. JACOBS, FORMER HEAD OF U.S. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND A CLOSE ASSOCIATE OF BOTH ROCKEFELLER AND WORLD BANK HEAD ROBERT SCHLESINGER, OPENED THE WEEK LONG MEETING BY PROPOSING A SCHEME OF FOOD RESERVES CHANNELED THROUGH THE FOOD FOR WORK WORLD FOOD PROGRAM.


II. CONTINENTAL

PRESS BLACKS OUT OTTINGER CALL

JUNE 23 (IPS) — IN A CLEAR CASE OF CIA EDITORS’ INTERVENTION, THE MAJOR U.S. MEDIA HAVE SHOWN THEIR SUPPORT TO REP. OTTINGER’S O-ACTING ON \"CONSOLIDATION OF A CONGRESSIONAL RESOLUTION CALLING FOR THE ADMINISTRATION TO REMOVAL OF THE FIRST USE OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS\" COMPLETELY OUT OF THE U.S. PRESS. WHILE BOTH AP AND UPI WIRE SERVICES YESTERDAY SENT STORIES ON THEIR WIRES OF THE NUCLEAR EXPEDITIONARY COMPETITION TO SECRETARY SCHLESINGER’S ‘\"LIMITED\"’ NUCLEAR WAR POLICY, NONE OF THE MAJOR U.S. NEWS OUTLETS CHOSE TO BROADCAST OR PRINT THE ERROR THE ONLY COVERAGE IN NORTH AMERICA WAS FOR AS IN TODAY’S LA PRESSE OF MONTREAL.

(Cornet)
IPS REPORTERS IN NEW YORK CITY INQUIRING WITH MAJOR PRESS OUTLETS ABOUT PLANNED COVERAGE OF THE OTTINGER RESOLUTION DISCOVERED AT LEAST 150 CASES OF CLEAR BARTERZ. THE CITY EDITOR OF THE NEW YORK POST KILLED THE STORY BEFORE IT EVER REACHED ANTI-ROCKEFELLER EDITOR JAMES RESCHEL'S DESK. RESCHEL HAS AUTHORIZED SEVERAL OF THE STRONGEST ANTI-WAR EDITORIALS TO DATE IN THE U.S. PRESS.

AZUO SPEAKS TO WOMEN'S POLITICAL CAUCUS ON COUNTERFORCE

BOSTON, JUNE 28 (IPS) — FOLLOWING HER ENDORSEMENT OF OTTINGER'S ANTI-SCHLEISNER RESOLUTION IN CONGRESS, BELLA AZUOG (O-NY) YESTERDAY DELIVERED A HARDHITTING, ANTI-COUNTERFORCE SPEECH TO THE WOMEN'S POLITICAL CAUCUS MEETING. THE SPEECH CALLED FOR THE UNITED STATES TO RESERVE FIRST USE OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS AND FOR CONGRESSIONAL SUPPORT FOR AZUOG'S OWN RESOLUTION CALLING FOR BANNING THE USE OF THE ENERGY RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT AGENCY'S MONEY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS.

AZUOG QUICKLY LED INTO POLITICS, DECLARING "NOW THERE IS ONE GRAVE PROBLEM OF CONCERN TO US ALL," THE GOVERNMENT'S RECKLESS NUCLEAR POLICY OF MAINTAINING FIRST STRIKE CAPABILITY, WHICH IS CREATING THE POTENTIAL FOR THE ENTIRE PLANET TO BE THROWN INTO A THERMONUCLEAR WAR.

AFTER AZUOG CONCLUDED HER SPEECH, A USDP REPRESENTATIVE TOOK THE FLOOR TO COUNTER A RESOLUTION AGAINST COUNTERFORCE, WHICH CHAIRWOMAN HILDA PASCHENKO DIRECTED TO THE PARLIAMENTARIAN TO PUT IN PROPER ORDER. THE USDP IS NOW SEEKING A DELEGATE TO FULLY INTRODUCE IT, AND WILL REPORT TO THE DELEGATES' CONSTITUENCIES ON THEIR RESPONSES.

THE PRESS CONFIRMED ITS BLACKOUT OF THE OTTINGER RESOLUTION TODAY WITH A BLACKOUT OF AZUOG'S ANTI-COUNTERFORCE SPEECH.

MONDALE BLASTS CIA COMMISSION


MONDALE ALSO ZEROES IN ON THE POLICE-STATE ASPECTS OF THE REPORT, WHICH THIS NEWS SERVICE HAS WIDELY EXAMINED, SAYING: "IN EFFECT, IT CALLS FOR THE ADOPTION OF AN OFFICIAL SECRETS ACT HERE IN THE U.S. ...UNLESS WE ARE CAREFUL, WE CAN WELL ONCE AGAIN SEE THE COMMENCEMENT OF WHAT CAN ONLY BE DESCRIBED AS A SECRET POLICE HERE IN OUR OWN COUNTRY...THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMISSION APPEAR MORE IN THE DIRECTION OF GRANTING THE CIA A MAJOR ROLE IN THE CONDUCT OF COUNTERINSURGENCY OPERATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES."

(MORE)
MONDALE, A LONG-TIME CONGRESSIONAL PINDERVIEW OF ROCKEFELLER'S LIBERAL FASCIST POLICIES, IS APPARENTLY REACTING TO THE WIDESPREAD SUSPICION OF THE ROCKEFELLER REPORT, WHICH EXISTS IN BROAD LAYERS OF THE POPULATION, INCLUDING CONGRESS, LARGELY AS A RESULT OF IPS EXPOSURE.

SENATORS TO BREAKGROUND FOR SCHLESINGER NAVAL BASE IN DIEGO GARCIA

JUNE 26 (IPS) — ACCORDING TO TODAY'S BALTIMORE SUN, SENATORS HENRY BELLMON (R-OKLA) AND HENRY BARTLETT (R-OKLA) ARE LEAVING WEDNESDAY FOR A "RATHER BIZARRE EXPEDITION" TO SOMALIAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC TO INVESTIGATE DEFENSE SECRETARY SCHLESINGER'S ACCUSATION THAT THE "RUSSIANS ARE DEVELOPING AIR, NAVAL AND MISSILE FACILITIES AT THE PORT OF BARRA." THE SENATORS WILL FOLLOW INVESTIGATIONS BY AMERICAN, AFRICAN AND AFRICAN REPORTERS. ALL ARE GOING AT THE REQUEST OF THE SOMALIAN GOVERNMENT.

THE SUN REVEALS THAT THE CONGRESSIONAL FINDINGS "COULD FIGURE SIGNIFICANTLY IN A FORTHCOMING SENATE VOTE ON WHETHER TO PERMIT EXPANSION OF A U.S. NAVAL SUPPORT BASE ON THE ISLAND OF DIEGO GARCIA IN THE INDIAN OCEAN." THE EXPANSION OF U.S. FACILITIES AT DIEGO GARCIA HAVE BEEN "LONG SOUGHT" BY DEFENSE SECRETARY SCHLESINGER BECAUSE OF ITS STRATEGIC POSITION IN THE INDIAN OCEAN.

KISSINGER ORDERS CENTRALIZATION OF STATE DEPARTMENT BUREAUCRACY

JUNE 23 (IPS) — FOLLOWING UP ROCKEFELLER'S CALLS FOR A CENTRALIZED POLICE AND INTELLIGENCE APPARATUS, SECRETARY KISSINGER ANNOUNCED YESTERDAY TO A GROUP OF INCUMBENT FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICERS CHANGES HE HAS ORDERED IN THE STATE DEPARTMENT WHICH WILL CENTRALIZE STATE DEPARTMENT DECISION MAKING AND PERSONNEL POLICIES. THE NEW YORK TIMES TODAY CHARACTERIZED KISSINGER'S MOVES TO FURTHER A ROCKEFELLER DICTATORSHIP AS REDUCING "THE AUTHORITY OF INDIVIDUAL BUREAUS." KISSINGER DECRITIZED THE STATE DEPARTMENT AS "TOO DECENTRALIZED, TOO MUCH CHARACTERIZED BY BARAISENGE BETWEEN THE BUREAUS." TO ENSURE THAT ALL PERSONNEL AND MONEY WORK ON ROCKY'S PRIORITIES, KISSINGER ALSO ESTABLISHED A NEW UMBRELLA POLICY MAKING ARM OF THE DEPARTMENT AND APPOINTED HIS TOP WASHINGTON DEPUTY UNDERSECRETARY FOR MANAGEMENT LAWRENCE EAGLEBURGER AS HEAD OF THE NEW "PRIORITIES POLICY GROUP."

THE SOON TO BE RELEASED ROCKEFELLER CONTROLLED MORRIS COMMISSION REPORT, OF WHICH IPS HAS RECEIVED AN ADVANCE COPY, DETAILS PLANS FOR A CENTRALIZED POLICE STATE THROUGH THE REORGANIZATION OF GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS, BUT STATE DEPARTMENT OFFICIALS DENIED TO THE NEW YORK TIMES THAT THERE WAS A CONNECTION BETWEEN KISSINGER'S MOVES AND THE REPORT.

(MORE)
JUNE 23 (IPS) — CANADA'S MAJOR WESTERN RAIL LINE, CANADIAN PACIFIC, HAS ANNOUNCED THAT IT WILL EXTEND THE NORMAL FOUR-WEEK SUMMER CLOSED PERIOD OF ITS RAIL LOCOMOTIVE AND CAR REPAIRS SHOPS TO ELEVEN WEEKS. THE 3,000 WORKERS WHO WILL BE AFFECTED WILL BRING THE TOTAL LAY-OFFS IN THE CP REPAIR DIVISION TO 4,000. OUT OF A TOTAL WORKFORCE OF 7,000. THE CHAIRMAN OF THE 100,000 MEMBER CANADIAN RAILWAY LABOR ASSOCIATION, WHICH REPRESENTS THE WORKERS, REACTED ANGERILY TO THE ANNOUNCEMENT, POINTING OUT THAT AT PRESENT CP RAIL HAS 70 LOCOMOTIVES AND 3,000 FREIGHT CARS WAITING FOR MAINTENANCE READY TO GO FOR AUTUMN GRAIN SHIPPING.

ALREADY MAJOR WEST COST GRAIN TERMINALS HAVE LAID OFF 10 PERCENT OF THEIR WORKFORCE DUE TO "LOW GRAIN MOVEMENTS", AND THE GRAIN HANDLERS UNION HAS PROJECTED MORE LAY-OFFS AS THE BOXCAR SHORTAGE CONTINUES TO HOLD UP SHIPMENTS OF GRAIN FROM THE PRAIRIES.

"OBJECTIVE COVERAGE" OF MOUNTAIN LAKES USED TO SLANDER USLP

JUNE 23 (IPS) — TODAY'S NEWARK STAR LEDGER, ASSOCIATED PRESS, UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL AND NEW YORK RADIO STATION WABC CARRIED ESSENTIALLY IDENTICAL STORIES ON CONVICTIONS YESTERDAY OF LABOR COMMITTEE LEADERS COSTAS AXIOS AND DANIEL HASSERMAN ON ELEVEN COUNTS IN MORRIS COUNTY, N.J. COURT. ELIJAH BOYD, U.S. LABOR PARTY CANDIDATE FOR U.S. SENATE FROM NEW YORK, HAG ACQUITTAL ON THE SAME CHARGES IN A SPLIT VERDICT.

EACH STORY GIVES PROMINENCE TO THE CONVICTION OF HASSERMAN AND AXIOS "FOR POSSESSION OF THREE AUTOMATIC PISTOLS AND 100 ROUNDS OF AMMUNITION." THE STORIES THEN NORMALLY CITE THE DEFENSE CONTENTION THAT THE DEFENDANTS WERE PICKED UP AS A RESULT OF FBI AND CIA SURVEILLANCE AND CONCLUDE, WITH A POLICE ACCOUNT OF THE ARREST.

LAST WEEK FIVE LABOR COMMITTEE ORGANIZERS INCLUDING BOYD AND AXIOS WERE ACCUSED OF ALL CHARGES IN NEWARK NEW JERSEY IN A TRIAL STEMING FROM A POLICE RIOT IN THE NEWARK CITY COUNCIL CHAMBERS. THAT TRIAL WAS CONSIDERED ONE OF THE MOST BIZARRE A AND IMPORTANT POLITICAL TRIALS IN THE COUNTY BY PROMINENT LOCAL SOURCES. THE ACQUITTAL OF THE FIVE SUBSTANTIAL PARTS OF THE IMPORTANT STORY OF THAT TRIAL WERE TOTALLY BLACKED OUT BY THE PRESS.

SUCH "OBJECTIVE JOURNALISTIC REPORTING" OF THE MOUNTAIN LAKES CONVICTIONS IS PART OF A FBI-CIA OPERATIVE, CHEATING REPORT TO SLANDER THE LABOR PARTY AS A VIOLENT CO-OPERATING GROUP, SEVERAL WEEKS AGO A REPORTER FOR AP TOLD IPS THAT HIS ORGANIZATION RECEIVES ITS "MONEY" OF THE LABOR PARTY FROM THE FBI OR LOCAL POLICE AGENCIES.
FIRE CHIEF VIZZINI CALLS FOR HIGHER TAXES

NEW YORK, JUNE 28 (IPS) — NEW YORK CITY UNIFORMED FIREFIGHTERS PRESIDENT, RICHARD VIZZINI TOLD AN IPS REPORTER AT A JOINT RALLY OF FIREFIGHTERS AND POLICEMEN TO STOP LAYOFFS, THAT HIS SOLUTION TO THE PRESENT FISCAL CRISIS WAS TO INCREASE HIGHER TAXES "IF THE PEOPLE OF THIS CITY WANT GOODS AND SERVICES." HE ALSO STATED THAT PERHAPS THE INTEREST PAID TO THE BANKS COULD BE LOWERED, AS A SECONDARY MEASURE.

WHEN ASKED WHETHER HE WOULD CONSIDER SUPPORTING NEW YORK CITY COUNCILMAN LUIS OLIVEIJA'S DEBT MORATORIUM NOW IN THE FINANCE COMMITTEE, VIZZINI REPLIED THAT HE HAD REVIEWED THE RESOLUTION AND WOULD NOT SUPPORT THE SUSPENSION OF DEBT PAYMENTS TO THE BANKS FOR AN 18 MONTH PERIOD.

WHEN INFORMED THAT SEVERAL FIRE STATIONS HAVE BEEN REPRODUCING AND CIRCULATING COPIES OF THE OLIVEIJA RESOLUTION HE REPLIED: "I'VE BEEN TRYING TO STOP THAT KIND OF THING FROM HAPPENING," AND STATED THAT TO HIS KNOWLEDGE HIS OFFICE HAD NEVER RECEIVED ANY CALLS FROM FIREFIGHTS SUPPORTING DEBT MORATORIUM.

NEARLY LAID OFF POLICEMEN AT THE RALLY EXPRESSED SUPPORT THE DEBT MORATORIUM RESOLUTION TO THE IPS REPORTER ON THE SCENE.

END OF LATE EVENING IPS JUNE 28, 1975 2100 HRS.